Abstract. In recent years, office workers spend much time and effort searching for the documents required for their jobs. To reduce these costs, we propose a new method for recommending files and operations on them. Existing technologies for recommendation, such as collaborative filtering, suffer from two problems. First, they can only work with documents that have been accessed in the past, so that they cannot recommend when only newly generated documents are inputted. Second, they cannot easily handle sequences involving similar or differently ordered elements because of the strict matching used in the access sequences. To solve these problems, such minor variations should be ignored. In our proposed method, we introduce the concepts of abstract files as groups of similar files used for a similar purpose, abstract tasks as groups of similar tasks, and frequent abstract workflows grouped from similar workflows, which are sequences of abstract tasks. In experiments using real file-access logs, we confirmed that our proposed method could extract workflow patterns with longer sequences and higher support-count values, which are more suitable as recommendations.
Introduction
The numbers of files in file systems have grown dramatically. As a consequence of this increase, office workers now spend much time and effort searching for files that include documents and data required for their business [1] . It is therefore important to find methods for reducing the time wasted in ineffective and unproductive searching. Also, in office, the searching targets are not limited to documents, the abstract working processes which we call them abstract workflows in this paper are also being searched by users.
Collaborative filtering is well known as an algorithm for making recommendations. However, it only works with files accessed in the past. Recommendation systems based on this algorithm do not work well on newly generated files. Moreover, collaborative filtering does not handle well sequences that include elements that are similar but not identical, or that have a different ordering of elements, because the algorithm uses strict matching of elements in access sequences.
In this paper, we propose a method for recommending files and types of operations on them, that supports creative business processes as an operational tool. We consider the abstract workflows for a user. These are different from the ordinary workflows described by users, being generated by mining the file-access histories of the users. To obtain good recommendations, it is important to ignore small variations in the matching process. In this paper, we introduce for the first time the concepts of abstract files, abstract tasks, and frequent abstract workflows. The differences between collaborative filtering and our proposed method in this paper are that we add the concept of tasks to weaken the constraint of strict matching for access sequences and we apply abstraction to files, tasks, and workflows to handle newly generated files. The evaluation results indicate that our method extracts workflow patterns with longer sequences and higher support-count values (occurrence times of workflow patterns), which are more suitable as recommendations. Moreover, the results demonstrate that using the concepts of abstract tasks and abstract workflows improves the quality of the recommendations.
As a previous work, we compared several file similarity calculation methods [5] . In this paper, we focus on how to abstract tasks and workflows for recommendation. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the type of workflow pattern we are investigating. We assume that user C creates a new file. The goal is to predict the files required, for recommendation to user C.
Goal and Approach
In our approach, we search for similar patterns of operation in logs and make recommendations based on them. For example, in the two patterns of user A and B, different files were accessed in different orders, but it is considered that users A and B were doing essentially the same work. Therefore, we expect to
